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AB^RACT 
1.1. Let f(x) be a 2^- .periodic function in teg rab le 
in the sense of Lebesgue over ( - A , A ) and i t s Fourier s e r i e s 
and conjugate Fourier se r i es be given by 
f<x)r^ - a^  + Z (an cos nx + b^ sin nx) = S i^Cx) 
•^ =1 n=o 
( 1 . 1 . 1 ) 
00 QO 
S (bo c o s n x - a^ sin nx) = E B (x) (1 .1 .2) 
n=rl . n=b 
Let A = ( \^ ^) be an i n f i n i t e matrix of rea l or complex 
numbers such tha t for a l l n , 
( i ) > n , o = 1 and ( i i ) £ ' X^ j , ! < oo. 
o * 




n ~ , ^ ^D.k ^k » ° = o»1» 
"^ ^ J^^O) ^ n "^  ^' ^® ^^^ * ^ * *^® se r i e s S u^ i s 
summatae ( A ) to s. The ( A ) means of the Fourier se r i e s 
are then given by 
1 ^ 
(7^(x) = -a^ + ^^ X„^j^ (ak cos kx + bj^  sin kx) . 
i i . 
we wr i t e 
4 ( t ) = ^ f(xfrt) + f(x~t) > 2f(x)}, 
Z 
4 C t ) = {f(3c«-t) ^ f(x-t)>. 
1.2. A sequence (LJJV of pos i t ive l i n e a r opera tors 
i s Said to be saturated with the order c^ in) (a pos i t i ve 
increasing function) r e l a t i v e to the d a s s K of a l l con t i -
nuous functions i f 
( i ) I If - L^(x> I I = o( «f ( n ) ) = = > f(x) i s constant ; 
( i i ) I If - LQ(X) I I = 0 ( <j> (n))==*> f(x) € K i 
and 
( i i i ) f(x) e K « « > l l f (x) - Ln(x)ll = 0 ( f ( n ) ) . 
In chapter I I of the present t h e s i s , we prove the 
following theorem for the t r iangular means of the Fourier 
se r ies (1 .1 .1) which general izes a r e s u l t of Zamansky, M. [.€,"] 
n 
IbfiQJljea 1 s IX { A X n , k } i s non-negative fieguen^P 
k=o 




n A X ^ ^ o = 0 ( 1 ) i 
k= 1 k^ -1 ° 
tihen i?hfi.Qrder of gai;uratJ,QH nf the segufiPgR l i 'n(x)}££L^i££ 
fr> 1?hfi c lass K^  i s gj-ven ]?y ^ ^^^n,o^» J^«it£E£ K^ l .aJL^ 
rlflfffinf flll cnntlnunUR functinns f .such tha t f € Lip l ) , 
1.3. Given a pos i t i ve increasing function ^ ( t ) , we say 
tha t f(x) € Lip ( ^^Ct)) c lass i f 
IfCxfrt) - f (x) l = 0 ( f ( t ) ) . 
S iddiqi , i , H. [ S"] has proved the following theoren 
which general izes the previous r e s u l t of I l e t t ,T ,M. Ui 3 
regarding the degree of approximation to a function b^ Cesaro 
means of i t s Fourier se r i es belonging to the c lass Lip «<. 
Ij iarem ^ s Let o < k < 1 and 0 < & < K . If x i s a 
point such tha t 
t 
I Id 4*(u)l < A f ( t> , 
o 
where o < t ^ S, thai 
k . 
O-Cx) - f(x) = 0 ( - / / ( 1 / n ) ) + o (n""^) , 
n / 
k N 
where Q- (X) i s the Cesaro means of order k and ' / ' ( t ) i s a 
iv . 
pos i t ive increasing function sa t i s fy ing the condition 
I ^ _ ^t = Qin ^{^/n)) as n -* oo . 
i/n f^ 
In chapter I I I we obtain the following t w theorems on the 
degree of approximation to a function by t r i angu la r means of i t s 
Fourier se r i es ( respec t ive ly i t s conjugate Fourier ser ies) 
belonging to t h e c lass Lip ( "j^ (t> which further general izes 
Theorem A due to Siddiqi , JL H. [ 5" ] . 
Theorem 2 : L£{A. X n k] 4s a PQn-ngRatJve aPd 
* k=o 
ap<3 qon-decreasing segaftPge \dth respe<?i^  ki k aMJLL 
t 
J Id f (u)l < A f it) , 
o 
where o < t < s^ , thep 
CTn^ x) - f(x) = 0 ( V'Cl/n)), 
¥here crh^x) ts the-tria"g\3lar mearus-of the Fourier .serlRfs 
(1.1.1) Mm fit) i s a pos i t ive increasing function sa t i s fy ing 
S ^ ( t ) , 
I 2~" <5^  = O (n Y^  (1/n) as n - 00 . 
'/n t 
( 1 . 3 . 1 ) 
n 
Theorem 3 : ix\i^\^ ^} ^s a nr.n~negatlve and POD, 
decreasiPg ,.^ fif|^ :|pp^ P- with respect tn k aHd i f 
0 
yhere o < t < &, %h&i 
n 
(x) - fix) = O ( ^(1/n)) , 
iiiiers j^^x) is t^e jalangmar m a^Ps of t^ he series (1.1.2) 
aol ^ (t) i s a pnsitlve increasing functioB sat?if^ fyine (1.3.1) 
1,4. Let {P } > ^Qjj} tie a non-negative ,non-increasing 
generating sequence for the (N, p^ , q^) method such tha t 
^Q == Po + P1 -^  + Pn •* 00 as n - 00 , 
^ = ^ * ^1 -^  + %* 
^n = Po% * ^^%^.^ '^ " " * Pn% ** ^ as n - cx), 
and 
p. q 1 n 
t = E TK. S 
° Rn k=o ^ 
where S. i s the k - th p a r t i a l sum of the se r i e s (1 .1 .1) and 
^k = Pk ^ - k • 
Graven a pos i t i ve increasing function )^ ( t ) and an in teger 
p > 1, we say tha t f(x) ^ U p ( ^ ( t ) , p ) c lass i f 
V I , 
{f^ if(xft) - f(x)i^ dx}^  ^  = o (y^ct)). 
In Chapter IV, f i r t we general ize the notion of 
Lip ( y ' ( t ) , p ) c lass to the one cal led weighted (L^, >^  ( t ) ) 
class (more b r i e f ly wri t ten yjilF^fit}) c l a s s ) . Given a 
pos i t ive increasing function ^^  ( t ) and an in teger p > 1, we 
say that f(x) € WCL^ , ^ (t>) c l a s s i f 
, 2 ^ p PP i^/P ^ . 
•(I I JfCx»-t) - f (x) l sin x d x } = 0 ( f ( t ) ) , (^ > o ) . 
o 
For p = o, we not ice that wCL ,^ s/' (t>) c l a s s coincides with 
Lip ( -^ ( t ) , p ) c lass . Using t h i s de f in i t ion , we obtain 
necessary and suff ic ient condit ions for the degree of approxi-
" P* 4 
Mation to a function v ia the ga iera l ized Norlund mean t^ ^ 
of i t s Fourier ser ies belonging to the c lass W(L , )^ ( t ) ) , 
which general izes a r e s u l t of Sataey, B,N. and Gopal Rao [ ^ . 
In fact we prove the following : 
Theorem 4 : If f(x) i s a per iodic function thea 
.P f(x) € WCL" ,^ f ( t ) ) i f and only i f 
£h(f) = mio l l f - t P ' ^ l l = 0 ( / ' ( 1 / n ) n ^ ) , 
provided 7 ( t ) s a t i s f i e s the following : 
,^ /n t l f ( t ) l p „ / / P 
( i ) 1 I ( —• r sin PP t dt j = 0 C l / ° ) , 
o f (t) ^ >» 
v l l . 
A/n t C t ) ( i i ) { i ( [^777; ) dt y = 0 (n**) , 
Whpre & ic! an a r h l t r a r v pos i t ive namber su<^ h that q(l-S)-1>D 
.Vn s//(t> q y ^ _ , P +1/P 
(111) { X ( - - j : ; ^ - ' ) d t ) - 0 ( y ^ d / n ) n ) , 
o t 
an Y^( l / t ) _ , I ^ + ^ + 1 
a 
(V) X ~^ ^ 7 - dt = O ( ^ A n P ) , 
(vi) R ( n ) > ^ ( l / n ) I s Don..decrea«d.ng . 
Later on, in the same chapter , we prove sa:)other r e s u l t 
(Theoren 5, below) concerning the degree of approximation of 
the p a r t i a l sums of the Fourier s e r i e s of functions belonging 
to the c l a s s W(LP, -j/ ( t ) ) . This theorem extends a r e su l t 
due o t Izumi ;Schin Ichi [5 1 . 
^henrem 5 s ix f € W(LP, ^it)) class such th«t 
. V n ul c^(u)l p y^ 
{ X ( —; ) du J = 0 <1/n> , 




f(x) - S^Cx) = 0 < « ^ + ( 1 / n ) ) , 
i^riifprmlv almost eva?7wherfi. 
1.5, Given A > - 1 , we say thikt a sequence ^^n} ^s 
A\ -sunmable to a f i n i t e sum s i f the se r ies 
X+1 ^ \ n \ " +^ 
(1-x) a €^ x%^^ €^ = ( ) 
n=o "^  ' n n 
converges for a l l x in (o,1) and t e i d s to s as x "* 1-o. 
Me define 
> + 1 00 \ n 
tn(x) = Cl-x) Z €^ X S ( x ) , 
nsl ° 
where S^Cx) denotes the n th p a r t i a l sums of (1 .1 .1 ) . 
In Chapter V , we es tab l i sh the following theorem on the 
degree of approximation to a function belonging to the d a s s 
Lip ( ^ ( t > , p > using sA)^  - summability opera tors . 
Theorem 6 : I£ f(x) i s a per iodic function belonging tr^  
the class Lip ( ^ ( t ) , p ) £ar p > 1 and if 
,l-:x f ( t ) p ;/P ^ , 
I J ( "TTTT"^ *^ ^ = O ^ f (1-x)), 
O 0 
X .^  f <*) P y P , 
V "^~1 ^ ^^ J = 0 ( -f (l-x)(l-x)~^, 
1-x tP •" 1 
i x . 
-1/p 
t (x) - f(x> = 0 ( + C l - x ) ( l - x ) ) . 
n 
1,6, Let ip "^  be a pos i t i ve sequence such tha t 
00 
SL n diverges and the radius of converg^ce of the power 
^n 
00 
ser ies p(x) = Z i> jp , i s unity. Given a sequence 
n=:o 
00 
{%) (or a se r i e s S. a^ with p a r t i a l sums s^) , we wr i t e 
00 
p (x) = S' Pn S X° (1.6.1) 
s n=o ° ° 
and 
P j x ) 
J (x) = - ^ 
^ p(x) 
we say that the sequ^ce (s } (or the se r ies 2. a^ with 
pa r t i a l sums s^ ) i s sUiimiable (JjP^) *o sum s i f the se r ies 
(5,1.1) converges in [ o , 1 ) , and i f 
l i m i t J (x) = s. 
X^1-o ® 
00 
1 sequence [s^\j (or a se r i e s 2- a^ with p a r t i a l 
• V S Q 
00 Sjj n 
sum s ) , for ehich the power se r i e s £ "rg" Z converges 
n=:o t— 
whenever IZI < + co, ig called B^veL summable to s provided 
X* 
l i m i t e 2> - r r x = s 
X •* ^ n=o 
¥e wri te 
til 
1 ^ 
J (x) = 2- Pa x'^  S (x ) , 
" p(x) a=o ^ 
and 
- X CO S Q ( X ) n 
B^(x) = e £ - rn~ ^ » 
where <^^x) i s the n - th p a r t i a l sum of (1 .1 .1 ) . 
In Chapter VI we determine the degree of approximation 
of functions belonging to the Lip ( y j ( t ) , p ) d a s s using 
( J ,p ),-and Borel-operators. In fac t we prove the following 
theorems s 
Theorem 7 i hst fix) t>^  a perlQdJLs_luqgtj,QnJfeelpngtos 
(t>(t) 
•kL-th? ci,ass Lip ( f (t) ,p) £ar p > 1 suQh that iioiit -^  
t - 0+ t 
exists apg is mQQQtQnic, l£ ^p i^j Is a positive 
steadUy decreaslpg %Q. ^QVQ such that (n Pn} is tovmded and if 
1-x v^(t) p y p , 
[ J ( — } j ^ ) dt 7 = 0 ( f ( i - x ) ) , 
, -1/p 
f (1-x) (1-x) > (1-x)^ 
thei 
x i . 
-1/p 
si .( l-x)Cl-x) 
J„(x) - f(x) = 0 ( ) 
° p(x) . 
Theorem 8 : Itfii f(x) bp a per In die function belonging to 
Lip ii^it),Tp) £Q£. P>1 quch tha t l i m i t £xisJLa^ 
' t •* o t 
c^(t) 
ifi mnnntonic. 11 
, V x + ( t ) p ,^/P ^ . 
f (1/x) x^^P > 1/x 
thgi 
B„(x) - f(x) = 0 ( y ^ d / x ) x^/P). 
1.7, In Chapter VII we prove the following theoren on 
the degree of approximation (in terms of the modulus of con t i -
nuity) of certain functions by t r i angu la r means. This theorem 
g ^ e r a l i z e s a r e su l t due to 2ygmund, A. [ f 3 . 
Jheoretfl 9 s ^ P B O s e f(x) i s periodic^ cnntinunufi and t y t 
the fnurler sedes nf f Ls at pnver fjerlRs typa 
f(x) '^ 2- C^^ e 
' Oli-1^x) - f (x) l < A w (27:/n) 
where w i s the modulus of cont inui ty of f and 1 i s an 
absolute constant. 
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1.1. The present t h e s i s i s based on cer ta in i n v e s t i -
gations into the theory of 'Approximation of c lasses of 
funct ions ' . Before giving the resume of the work of ea r l i e r 
researchers in the l i g h t of which the present work has been 
done, i t seems des i rable to s t a t e various de f in i t ions and 
notat ions which the author will requi re in the sequel. 
1.2. Pef iq l t togs and Nptattot^s : 
Let X be a Banach space of continuous functions on 
r a . b l with the norm 11.11 defined by I If I I = sup l f (x ) l . 
^ ^ x€[a ,bj 
L e t ' p be a subset of X. In element of X i s called 
approximable by l i n e a r combination, 
P = ai f 1 + a2 +2+ . . . + a^ <^^, h ^ i > H ^ ^ ^ » 
i f for each £ > o there i s a polynomial P such t h a t 
I l f -P l l < €. I f § = l + n i *^e° 
i^it) = £^(f) = inf I If - (a^ ^1 + ag <^2+.. 
a^ , ^•p** • • • Sn 
+ an ?^^)ll ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) 
2 
i s Called as the n- th degree of approximation of f(x) 
by the sequence {4*n} * ^^ *^® infimum (1 .2 .1) i s a t t a ined 
for gome P, then t h i s P i s called a polynomial ( a l i n e a r 
combination) of best approximation, 
Welerstrass 1st Theorem : 
Each continuous function f(x) on [a ,b] i s approxi-
mable by algebraic polynomials, t ha t i s , for each € > o , 
there i s a polynomial P(j^x), defined by 
PQ(X) = a^ + a^x + agx + . . . . + a^ x"^  , 
(where a^ a re r ea l coeffici 63 t s ) and an in teger N = N(€) 
such tha t 
IP„(x) - f (x) l < € for a l l n >N, for a l l x€[a ,b] . 
M.fii£rfitras^ Und Tbg?r.e.gt s 
Let f(x) € G . For each € > o , there ex i s t s . 
such a trigonometric polynomial T(x) t h a t for a l l rea l x, 
IT(x) - f (x) l < €. 
* Welers t rass , K lji.^1 
gf^turatl(7n Classes : 
A sequence {J'^} of p o s i t i v e l i n e a r opera tors i s said 
to be saturated with the order «=f='(n) (a pos i t i ve non-
increasing function) r e l a t i v e to the c lass K of a l l cont i-
nuous functions i f 
l l f (x) - L^(x)ll= o <cf (n))=s=> f(x) (1 .2 .2) 
i s constant , 
nf<x) - Ln(x)||= 0 ( ^ ( n ) ) = « > f(x) €K , (1 .2 .3) 
and 
f(x) € K =«=> Mf(x) - Ln(x)ll = 0 C?^(n))i:i. 2.4) 
Modulus nf CnPtlnuitv : 
Let <a,b> denote an in te rva l (which may be e i ther 
(a,b) or [ a , b j ) and f(x) be defined on <a,b> . Given a 
pos i t i ve numb^ &, we define the modulus of cont inui ty 
w(B) by 
w(6) = sup f lf(x) - f(y) I / x,y € <a,b>T. 
A modulus of continuity has the following proper t ies : 
( i ) w(S) > o as 8 •* o } 
( i i ) w(&) i s pos i t ive and increasing ' 
( i i i ) w i s a subadditive, i . e . 
( iv) w(6) i s continuous; 
(v) w(n5) < n w(&) i f n i s na tura l number . 
(vi) w(Xs) < ( X+1) w(6) i f A i s any p o s i t i v e number. 
Lipschi tz Condition : 
Let f(x) be a function specified on the in te rva l <a,b> 
and l e t o < < < 1. Me say t h a t f(x) s a t i s f i e s t he Lips-
chi tz condition vdth exponent «<, i f t he re i s a constant M 
such tha t 
«f(y) - f(x)l £ Mly-xl*^, 
for a l l x,y € <a,b>. We shall write t h i s fact b r i e f l y as 
f(x> € Lip oc. We shall wri te Lip j^ merely as Lip < when 
the c o n s t a t M i s immaterial in our discussion. 
We say t h a t f(x) € Lip ^ ( t ) i f 
IfCx^t) - f (x) l < M )^ ( t ) , V X € <a,b> 
where ^ ( t ) i s a pos i t ive increasing function. 
0 
Lip K j p \ G l a s s : 
¥e say tha t f(x) € Lip « ,p> c l a s s i f 
I J lf(x+t> - f(x>l dx ) = O^*^ ) , o < < < 1, p > !• 
Lip ( 4^ (t^,x>\ Glass'*; 
We say tha t f(x) € Lip ( ^it),p) c lass i f 
f f lf(x+t) - f (x) |P dx ) = 0 ( f C t ) ) , P > 1 
'• o 
where S^  ( t ) i s a pos i t i ve , increasing function. 
P / =^  
We say that f(x) € W(L^, 7^  ( t ) ) d a s s i f 
Vp 
i" J lf(x^^t> - f (x) l^ sin^^x ^x y = O ^ y ' ( t ) ) , 
for p > 1 and ^ > 0, where ^^  ( t ) i s a p o s i t i v e increasing 
function. 
* Hardy and Littlewood [ 5 I 
+ Siddiqi , i . H. [ \ 3 ] 
^ Khan, Hu2oor H. [ ^ ] 
6 
Jackson's 1s t Theorem ; 
There ex i s t s a constant M such tha t for each 
^if) 1 M w (f, ^) , n = 1,2, . . . 
and e v ^ 
E^(f) < M WgCf, ^ ) . 
Bernstein Theorem '*'; 
A function f € Cg^belongs to t he d a s s ' ^U^^j 
0 < < < 1, i f and only i f 
Abel Suamability : 
A sequence {s^jl (or a se r i e s S a^ with p a r t i a l sum s 
i s said to be summabLe to the sum / by Abel 's method, or 
00 
simply summable (A) to /i, i f the se r i e s Z s^ x i s c o n v e r g e t 
n=o 
in (o ^ X < 1) and 
00 n 
l imit 2. ^n X = ^ . 
c - 1-0 o 
** * Jackson, a [ g ] 
+ Bernstein, S-N. [ :^  J 
¥ Abel, N. H. Qi -j 
7 
Cpsarn aimmabllltv : 
Given a sequtfice {S^\ (or a se r i es S a^ with p a r t i a l 
sums Sj, ) , we define the sequences { ^ } and (A^J \i^ t he 
r e l a t i ons 
S 4i X = (1-x) a Sj, x° , 
O 0 
Z A X = ( 1 - x ) ^ ^ , 
o ° 
where < > - I . 
¥e wri te 
rr~ = "oT" » •^  ~ 1 > A , ~ 1 > 
^ n ^ ° 
and ca l l (j- the n - th Cesaro mean of {S^^ (or the se r i e s 
n 
S a ) of order «< . 
n 
I f l i m i t cr = S , we say tha t t h e sequence {SA (or 
n -• 00 n "' 
the se r ies S a^ with p a r t i a l sums ^ ) i s summable by Ggsaro 
mean of order < or siii?)ly 'Summable (C,oc) to S, ' 
Let ^p "^  be a sequence of r e a l or coioplex constants . Let 
• Norlund, N. £; , [ l&3, Subs tant ia l ly the same def ini t ion was 
also given by «brnov, G,F, \h,f\ 
8 
n 
n Q *^ k ' -1 -1 
For a sequence {s^\ w® wr i te 
1 n 
t = „ S p , s, • 
° Pn k-o "-^ '^  
I f l i m i t t =s s , we say tha t Z a^ i s summatiLe by Norland 
n •* 03 ° 
means to sim s or sinsply summable (N,pn) to s . 
The necessary and gaff icient condit ions for the method 
(N, p ) to be regular a re '. 
Pn l i m i t -TE— = o , 
n - 00 n 
and 
S IPv ' = O i%n , n •* CO* , 
V=:o 
Generalized NArlund Summabilitv : 
Let .jpn} , {a} be non-negative, non-increasing 
generating sequences for the (N, p , q^) method such tha t 
P = PQ • Pi + • • • • ' » ' Pn as n - 00 (1 . 2. 5) 
QQ = q^  + q-, + . . . . + q^ j ( 1 . 2.6) 
* Hardy, GwH. [ 6 " ] 
and 
For a sequence ^S^TJ we wr i t e 
p .q 1 n 
p-q 
I f the l i m i t t„ = s , we say tha t S a_ i s summahle by 
g ^ e r a l i z e d Norlund means to the sum s. 
( A V methr>d of aimmabilitv : 
The most g^ieral method of suomability on sequence - to 
sequence transformation i s that of ( A )method. 
Let A » ( X Q jj) be £81 i n f i n i t e matrix of real or 
complex numbers, such tha t for a l l n , 
n } 0 
and 
00 
( i i ) 2. ' An ij.1 < 00. 
k=o * 
Gj[v« an i n f i n i t e se r i e s 2. u^ , l e t 
00 
^ n = , ^ ,^n ,k \ » n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
k=o ^ 
I f lifltLt o~n = s, we say tha t S u^ i s suaimalale ( A ) 
to s. The r e g o l a r i t y condition of sumraability ( A ) a re : 
l i m i t A n k - "• for a l l k, 
00 





A X n , k ^ '^njk " ^n ,k+1 » 
2 . = A Xn,k - ^ ^ n , k + 1 
^ = ^ n , k = ^ n , k ^ ^ ° » 
= o k > n , 




with Pjj = S p , where ^V } i s a sequence of rea l or 
CO0^ )1 ex numbers, then we get the NgVlund metltod (N,p ) . 
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^ g a r l t h m i c .aaianability : 
A sequence (s^Z (or s se r ies S a with p a r t i a l sums Sj,) 
i s said to be logari thmic summable to the sum s i f for 
o < X < 1, 
1 ^ ^ iP 
l i m i t B —-; = ^ 
3r*1-o log (1-x) n=1 ^ 
A^ -summability : 
We Say tha t the sequaace (_^} (or a. s e r i es "• 2. a^ with 
p a r t i a l sum ^^) i s Abel type sumnable (or simply summable (A\ )) 
to the sum ^ , i f 
X + 1 CO . 
( l - z ) Z €^ An x° , 
n=o 
i s convergent for a l l x in the o p ^ in t e rva l (o,1>, and teads 
to a f i n i t e l i m i t A as x - 1-«»in (o ,1 ) . 
(J>Pn)"Sii™iability : 
00 
Let <p I be a p o s i t i v e sequaace such that a p 
^ n=o "^  
diverges and the radius of convergffice of the power se r ies 
* Borwein, Dt [" ^ J 
1 2 
00 
P(x) *» 2 Pn X i s unity. Given a sequence {s^'y (or a 
se r ies 2. a^ v i t h p a r t i a l sums A^^ ) , we wr i t e 
00 
p_(x) = Z p \ x" , (1 .2 .8) 
** n=o 
and 
J (x) = - § . 
s p(x) 
We say tha t t h e sequence {'S } (or the s e r i e s S a^ with 
p a r t i a l sums A^) i s sumiaatle ( J J P Q ) ^O the sum^ i f the 
ser ies (1.2.8) i s convergent in Co»1)jand i f 
l i m i t J (x) = / i . 
x*1-o ^ 
Borel Summabilitv : 
00 
^ sequence ^^ -A (or a se r i e s S a^ with p a r t i a l sums 
'^ Q = a^ + a^  + . . . + a^) , for which the power se r i e s 
00 A 
a ja S 2; converges whenever IZI < + QO, i s cal led 
n=o t £ 
Borel-Summable (or simpl^ Jt summable B) to the sum ^ i f 
l i m i t e 2. - — - x" = <4 . 
X - 00 n=o 1 1 
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Rlemann-Lebe.qgge Theorem : 
I f f(x) i s in tegrable over ( a , b ) , then 
b 
l i m i t I f(x) cos nx dx = o> 
n - 00 a 
and 
l i m i t J f(x) sin nx dx = o • 
n -' 00 a 
1, 3, Let f(x> be a per iodic function of period 2A 
and in t eg rab le in the sense of Lebesgue ( - / ^ , X ) . Let the 
Fourier se r i es of f(x) be given by 
a 00 00 
f (x )^—2. + S ( a ^ cos^^x + bv sin^^ x) = S A ^ ^ ( t ) . 
2 V =1 o 
We wr i te 
cj:>(t) = 1 { f(x«-t) + f ( x - t ) - 2f(x)> , 
/fl ( t ) = •; {f(xfrt) - f ( x - t ) > . 
^•4. Zamansky, M . determined the c l a s s of saturat ion 
for Gesaro method of summability in the theory of Fourie:' 
se r ies . His r e s u l t runs as follows : 
Thenreiq A : The Saturation c l a s s S of a l l the functions 
• ^amanskyt M ,\-i.^'] 
1 4 
which s a t i s f i e s (1 .2 .2) of the opera tors cTn^^^i D^^eans) 
cons is t s of a l l functions f € Cg^ for which a conjugate 
function f € Lip 1. 
* 
Later on Sunouchi and Matari determined the c lass of 
saturat ion for var ious method of summation in the theory of 
Fourier se r ies and Fourier i n t eg ra l . Some of these r e s u l t s 
were l a t e r extended by Sunouchi for the sa tura t ion c lass 
of loca l approximation by the f i r s t arithjnetic means. He 
proved the following : 
Theorem B ; 
( i ) I f O-n(x) - f(x) = o ( l / n ) uniformly in [;a,bj then 
TCx) i s constant in lla,b] . 
( i i ) I f CTjjCx) - f(x) = Q ( l / n ) uniformly in [a, b] then 
f(x) i s e s sen t i a l l y bounded in [a ,b] . 
^, 
r^. 
In Chapter I I we have determined the s i tu ra t ion c lass 
for generalized No'rlund and t r i angula r methods of summation 
which general izes the r e s u l t s of 2amansky, JT. and Sunouchi 
1,5, T, M, F l e t t determined the degree of approximation 
to a function by Cesaro means of i t s Fourier se r i e s belonging 
* * • 
• Sunouch and Watari j ^ a a . ] 
+ Sunouchi [ ^ I J 
y 2amansky, M [ ^^ 1 
J l e t t , T.M. r ^ 1 
l a 
to the d a s s Lip < . H i s theorem s t a t e s as follows : 
Th^rem C t Let o < < < 1 , o < S < 7 ^ . I f x i s a point 
such tha t 
t c< 
J I d c^ (u)l < A t , 
o ^ 
where o < t ^ 6, then 
O-^(x) - f(x) = O (n*^). 
n 
Later on Siddic^, A, E. extended t h i s theoron on the 
degree of approximation to a function by Cesaro means of i t s 
Fourier se r i es belonging to the c lass Lip ( ^ ( t ) ) . 
Theorem D : Let o < k < 1 and o < h <K . I f x i s a 
point such tha t 
t 
X I d f (u)l :$ Af it), 
o 
where o < t ^ &, then 
c r (x) - f(x) = 0 ( ^ K l / n ) ) + oCn"-^) , 
n 
k N 
where o" ^x) i s the Cesaro means of order k and 4" ( t ) i s a 
n ' 
po s i t i ve increasing function sa t i s fy ing the condition 
• Siddiqi , i.H. [qo ] 
u 
z fit) 
In Chapter I I I we have extended the above r e s u l t of 
Slddiqi , A. H. by using t r i angu la r means (of which (C,c<) 
i s a special case) of Fourier se r ies and i t s conjugate Fourier 
se r ies . Furthermore, the order of approximation in our r e s u l t s 
are bet ter than the one in h i s theorem. 
1,6. Sahney, B.N, and Rao Gopal discussed the e r ro rs 
bound in the approximation using No'rlund means for the functions 
belonging to the <iLass Lip (<<,p). Their r e s u l t i s expressed 
in the following : 
Theorem E s If f(x) i s periodic ajad. belongs to the 
c l a s s Lip(«<,p), o < < < 1 and l e t {p^ 'V be defined as in 
(1.2.2) and 
r n P ( y ) ^ 1 *< - n - 1 
{^ q<^-2.q d y J = 0 (P(n)n ^ ) , 
1 y^ ^ 
then 
E (f) = min M f - t ^N = O ( — T T ) , 
° t^ n F 
where 
-^* Siddiqi , A,E, [^^^ 
+ Sahney, B.N. and Rao Gopal [ I? ] 
1 7 
*^ n k=o 
The proof of t h i s theorem as given by Sahney and RaO 
i s incor rec t , the main mistakes comitted in t h e i r proof 
being the statements 
"Vn 4^(t) P 1/p 
« 1 J I —;:— I dt ) = 0 ( 1 ) • 
t< 
c ,^ ^ ( t ) p 1/p 
\ ^ • I I dt \ = O (1) ' . 
^Vn t"^  
Ibwever, the statement of Theorem E i s correc t and we 
have proved i t in a much more general form by introducing 
a more general c l a s s WCL ,^ 7 ( t > ) , of which Lip(<<,p) i s a 
special case. More p rec i se ly , we have obtained necessary 
and s u f f i c i ^ t conditions for the degree of approximation of 
functions belonging to the c lass W(L , ^ ( t ) ) using more 
generalized Norlund means. 
The above mentioned c lass W(L^, ^ ( t ) ) has been i n t r o -
duced by us as defined below : We say tha t a function 
f(x) € W(LP, f ( t ) ) c lass i f 
* Sahn^ B.W, and Rao Gbpal [_]2~] 
IS 
{ J^lfCxi-t) - f(x) 1^  sin ^ X dx > = O ( ^ 'C t ) ) , 
o 
where p > 1, p 2 o and 'f' ( t ) i s a pos i t i ve increasing function. 
Furthermore, in the same chapter we have ex t^ded the 
r e s u l t of Izumi, Schin I ch i for the ¥(L^, "^ it)) c l a s s . 
In Chapters V and VI we have determined the degree 
of approximation of functions belonging to the c l a s s 
Lip ( ^ ( t ) , p ) by using A^ - , ( J J P Q ) - , ^ r e l - opera tors . 
1 . 7 , & Bernstein proved tha t the (C,1) means 
. n-1 
a-„(x) = c r „ (x , f ) = ^ S S^U) , 
of the Fourier s e r i e s of a periodic function f(x) belonging 
to the c l a s s Lip < (o < << < 1 ) , sa t i s fy the condition 
cr^(x) - f (x) = O (n"^) , (1.^.1) 
uniformly in x. This r e s u l t i s fa l se for << = 1. 
Zygmund has shown,that the condition (l.?-.1) telds even 
i f < - ^. More generally, he has proved the following 
theorem; 
•Izumi, ^ h i n Ichi [ 7 . ] 
+ . Bernstein, s. [^ J 
Theorem F : Suppose tha t f(x) i s per iodic , continuous 
and tha t the Fourier se r i es of f i s of power se r i e s type 
00 i^y X 
f(x) ^ a Cv e 
'vssO 
Then 
I (J- ^^x) - f (x) l ^ AwC - ^ ) , 
n - i tj 
where w(S> i s the niodulus of continuity of f and A i s an 
absolute constant. 
In Chapter VII we have exteided the above theorem of 




ON THE D^JBMINjfflON OF THE CLASSES OF SATURillON 
IN THE THEORY OF JMPPROXIMXriON OF FUNCTIONS 
2.1. Let f (z) be a 2^ •periodic function integrable in the 
sense of Lebesgue ovesr (-7^ i^ )« I<et i t s Fourier series be 
given by 
00 00 
t(x>^^ a^ + S (ai, cos kx + b^ sin kx) = S \ix) . (2 .1 ,1) 
Then 
00 00 
S (bfc cos kx - air sin kx) » S B. (x) (2 .1 . 2) 
tesi k=1 '^  
i s called the conjugate Fourier series of f. Let Sn(f ,x) , 
n s 1,2, . , . • denote the n-th partial j^ m of (2 .1 .2) associated 
with f(x}« Since 
\^^ = i J f(x«-t) sin kt dt , 
^ - - 7 . 
we see that 
7\ fih(f,x) = I X[f(x»-t) - f (x-t)]Db(t) dt , (2 .1 .3) 
where 
/v^ 
DQ(X) = sin X •»• sin 2x + . . • + sin nx I 
X n^l 
cos -5 - cos ( -7- )x 
a Z ^ (2.1.4) 
2 sin I 
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We call 
^(x) = - J - J [f(x^t) - f(x-t)] cot I dt (2,1.5) 
as the conjugate function of f, If the Integral In (2,1«5} 
exists and converges absolutely for all f(x) € K^  (where KQ I S 
the class of all continuous functions f such that f € L^ p 1). 
2.2. Let ( XQ j^)(nsso,1,....} fc=o,1,... nj X =s i ) 
be a trlsingular matrix of real or coinplex numbers. 
U± 
n 
°~n = ,^ ^n,k »*k > 
n 
where 
^ ^n,k * ^n,k " ^n,k*1 
and 
^^>^n,k = ^ ^ n , k - ^ N i , k + 1 . 
We define the operator I'Q(X) and the norm of f by 
Ln(x) » L„(f,x) « J^ X^ l^t \ ( ^ » 
and 
" f" » sup |f(x) | . (2.2.1) 
o^X^2x 
Tl 
Giveo a positive noQ-increasing function 4"^°) a^ d a class 
K of ftiQctions, we say that a sammability method (determined 
by the summability mean operators Pn^x)) i s saturated %dth the 
order 4*(n) relative to K provided the following conditions 
are satisfied s 
<i) llf(x) -Pn(x)«« = «=> (4'(°)) =*> '^ 3c) a constant j 
( i i ) n f ( x ) - P n ( x ) M » 0 ( + ( n » < « > f(x) € K . 
2»3» The problem of determining the order of saturation 
of Cesaro-mean operators of the Fourier series of f(z) has been 
considered by Zamansky. ainouchi and Watari have considered 
the problem by talcing (H, X ,K) mean^of Fourier series* Some of 
these results were later extended by Sunouchi • 
The purpose of this Chapter i s to determine the order of 
saturation of the sequence {L^Cx)} relative to the class K^  of 
all continuous functions f for vihich f € Lip 1* In fact,ve 
prove the following theorem s 
n 
TjtifiQjifii (2,3.1) : If ( A >VQ t^") l a a HOB«>qegatiTfi 
' kso 
siequence j iatisfving the enndltinPa » 
• SunouchL C 2.1 ] 
+ ainouch and Watari f ^^  1 
*.* Zamansky,H. r n 
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^ "^^ -1 aa g - 00 fnr AHY fixed k ^ n, (2.3.1) 
A A n,o 
" A A O . O = O ( 1 ) , (8 .3 .2) 
I L±2i^ =o(A>i£^), (3.3.3) 
k=1 k+1 n 
then the order nf 8fltttra1?inB nf negjAengfi { LQ(x)} r&iative to the 
c la s s KQ is_given__b3r ( A X Q ^ Q ) . 
Remark : Without l o s s of genera l i ty we may assume t h a t 
A X „ ^ i s pos i t ive and non-increasing function of n . 
n,o '^  
EIQQX S (a) F i r s t l y , we shal l show tha t i f 
l l f (x) - LQCX)!! = ° ( A X n , o > and i f the condition (2. 3.1) 
i s sa t i s f i ed then f i s constant. U^ing ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) , we get 
1 ^ 1 "^ " \ 
- J l^^ix) cos q x d x = - J S A Q V \ix) cos qx dx , 
1 ° 
^ kso 
^ ^ n , k | \ ^ ^ <^ os qx dx , 
- A 
1 n A 
" X ^ -^  n .k ^ ai cos kx cos qx dx, 
^ k=o * - ^ ' 
1 \ ^ 
' ' A ^ n ,q f^  ay cos^ qx dx , 




^ i S lf(x) - Ln(x)l Icos qxl dx , 
• ^ - A 
^ 4 ^ 1 f(x) - Ln(x)l d x . 
^ - A 
;[i ^ nf(x) - Ljj(x)n (due to (2.2.1)) , 
= ° <^>^n,o>-
Nov slDce 
ve see that 
q-1 
S A X „ ^ 
p«o °'P 
a„ ( ) = o (1) . 
Taking the H a l t as n -*- QO and using (2. 3.1) we see that 
q. a^  = o, i .a,aj , » o for each q-1 2 o. Similarly, we can show 
q yi 
that bq = o for each q-1 fe o. Hence f(x) * i a^, a constant. 
(b) If Mf(x) - Ln(x)ll = 0 ( A \ Q ^ O ) and i f (2,3.1) i s 
satisfied, then we shall show that f(x) £ Iiip 1« 
If Q (^x) = f(x) -Ln(x) , then NQb(x)n = O (AX ,^^ )^ . 
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Now taking the N-th arithmetic mean ^ [x; ^ ] of the series 
00 
iJ^ Cx) ^ S (1 - \^^^) \iid , 
we have 
C H r r x j a , ] « S < 1 - A _ ^ ) ( 1 l - ) A ( x ) . (2.3.4) 
It i s well known that "^11 > 11 o^CxjO^)" »"<* so 
N k 
fcsl »* N+1 7 * 
or 
N 1 - A n ,k , k 
H S ( * - ) ( 1 -te=1 AA n Q N+1 
-)4j^(x)H » 0 ( 1 ) for N^, 
Upon taking l imi t as n -* (» and asing (2 .3 .1) we get 
n S k V x ) ( l - - 7 - — ) l l = O (1) . (2 .3 ,5) 
Tf^ e l e f t hand side of the above ecj^ation represents (C,i) means 
00 , 
of the Fourier series S •&: X.(]{^« Since ->k \ix) » \ ( x ) > 
fcsi * 
the condition (2.3.5) i s equivalent to 
r^ il C7-iJ(f)«l < M (2.3.6) 
( '^^it) being the (C,i) means of the conjugate series). /^ 
2i) 
J^plying Langrange' s meaP value theorem, the inequality gives 
I a~J(f,x^t) - '^^iffxii « O ( l t l ) a 3 t - * o « 
Pin ally, 
«?(x^t) •?<x) l ^ l?(r«-t) - (^jj(f,x«-t)l 
+ I rjjCfjxJ-t) - o^u(f,x)l 
» o ( i ) + 0 ( l t l ) + 0(1) a O ( l t l ) . 
Therefore f € Lip i. 
Conversely, i f the conditions (2»3.2) and (2*3.3) are 
satisfied and i f ? € Lip 1, we will prove that I lf(x) - I-j,^ ^^ " " 
n , 0 
We know that 
t /n+1 
r^ .r^ 
aL(f,x) = , ^ J [fCxi-t) - f (»- t ) ] ^ 1 * ^ dt 
o 2 sin -
and 
L^C^Cf.x)) = Z AX n,k 4 ( ? . x ) . 
= s A X - I X [f(3c»-t) - f (x . t ) leot I dt -
2? 
/ 1^ 
'K ^ ^ ^ cosvk + «)t 
Since ? C Lip 1, • f • "I aj^  i s identical to f , we see that 
«f(x) - LjjCx) I = I ^ J [f( i»-t) - f (» - t ) ] . S A ^ n k 
lC30 
cos (k + "5) t 
— ^ - ^ — d t l , 
s i o -
1. 
dt 
1 /^-n ^ ^ n icos(k • •5)tl 
""^  o k=o °»*^  sin I 
Vn sin - kpo ' 
• lcos(k • htl dt, 
since lf(xt-t) - ? (x - t ) t ^ MItl <K being « constant), ve have 
^ n ^ Vn SiMltl 
I . 4 S A X n 1^  J dt , 
^ te=o ' o Itl 
= O (1/n), 
» O iA\ )f (due to (2 ,3 ,2 ) . 
:^S 
If we write 
7^  n , , cos ilL -^ p a 
V * > » l,^^^n,li T T i T ^ — ^ 
t fcsso * sin -| 
th&a 
i^ ^ - L If( i l l ) • f( i - i5 - ) I P (-^/n) 
• ~ - I^lf^x*-*) - ?<x-t)] Fn<*> d t l , 
Since 
•'^  1 n 2 
P„(t) = J •-' ;—IT S A A „ tSln(taH) u du • o ( l ) , 
2 
the second mean value theorem gives 
p <t) s u L f S A Xn vSinCk+Du du • o ( i ) , 
° 2 sin2 I t fcso °»*^  
( t ^ f ^7^ ) , 
and, consequently, 
1 n I A X n.k ' 
° sln^ I Ic=o Icfl 
2B 
1 A)\n,o 
^ M. - ^ ^ ">?• H- 0(1) (due to condition (2 .3 ,5)) , 
t n 
M bdlDg a constant. 
Hence 
2 
21 ^ n n ^ 
= 0(AX^,^) . 
Next , 
I22 2S M^l IF„(t)l dt , 
M f ^ " ° > 0 dt, 
V^ ^2 t** n 
0 < ^ ^ D , o ) -
The estimations of I. | , Ig^ and Igg finally yield 
Mf(x) - Ln(x)ll = O ( A X n , o ) » 
vhich c o l l e t e s the proof of oar theorenw 
Fatting A X - V = l"*^  in theorem (5,3 ,1) , ve see 
' n 
that the following corollary ( again due to author) i s an 
inmediate consequence 
3'^  
fioloUaM (2.3.2) J Let {p^^ , Jq^y , ^ P^^ cuyJl ^ -Rn} U 
sequences as defined by equations ( V2.5 ) - . ( \.'2.'^ ) , i f 
r ' s are positive constants satisfying the conditions 
( i ) " - I as n - CO (for any fixed k :S n ) , 
^n 
( i i ) Rg » O (n r^) , 
( i i i ) S ^ff-k " ^ia-h-1 ^ 0 ( — ) , 
kso k+1 n 
then the order of saturation of generalized Norlund mean operators 
^n 
^^» Pn> %^ r e la t ive to K i s given by - g j . 
• Khan, Buzoor. H. [u] 
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C£UPT£E III 
ON THE DiECIR££ OF iPPfiOXBU l^ON TO A FUNCTION fil TRIiNGDLJUR 
MiTRiX OF ITS FOURIER SEHI£S MD ITS CONJUGiTE SERIES 
3.1* Let f (x) be a S7^->perlodic function IntegralsiLe in 
the sense of Lebesgue over ( « A ,7^)* Let i t s Fourier series be 
glV€Q by 
1 ^ 




f(x) A- S (b^ cos nx - a^ sin nx) 5 s \ix) (3 .1.2) 
ns l 0=1 
i s called the conjugate series of f(x)* 
Let ( \ ^ j^ ) < n s o , 1 , . . . . ; k ^ o , 1 , . . . . n ; Xp Q = 1) 
be a triangular matrix of real or co%lex numbers « 
Let 
^«^^ = Jo "^^ "^^  ^ J o ^ ^ ° ' ^ ^ ' "^-^ -"^  
^ ( x ) = S AXp^ic \ » (3.1.4) 
where B^ and '^j^ d^ote the n«th partial sums of (3 ,1 ,1) 
and (3 .1 .2 ) . 
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Let 
^ ^n,k " ^ n,k " '^  n,k+1 
and 
2 
A X n,k "" ^ ^ n , k "^^ n,k+1 
-A series S o^ with partial sara SQ i s said to be sanunalxLe 
to a f i n i t e l i a l t s i f the sequence {cr-jj(x)5 tends to s as 
n t ^ d s to inf in i ty . 
The necessary and s a f f i c i ^ t conditions for the triangular 
mesyis ( d i e t e d ( A )) to be regular are that 
(a) there i s a const^pt M s^ch that 
S ' ^ XQ . I < M for every n , 
(b) l imit A X „ V = 0 ^or every k . 
n 
(c) lifldt S A X n l r = 1« 
n - a kso * 
In part icular) i f 
> o (k > D ) 
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n 
vher« P s s p / o* then cTn defined by (3.1.3) i s 
" V 3 0 
the same as Norland mean generated by the sequence of coeffl* 
cients {p^) which we usually write as CN,p^) means* 
Similarly i f , 
/n-k+oc-lx 
^ «<-1 ^ 
A X „ ,, = ": ) oc > o, for k ^ n 
= o > for k > n , 
then o-^ mean i s the same as (C,e<) mean, the familiar Ce««ro 
n 
means of order << > o • 
3. 2, T.M. Ple t t proved the following J 
Theorem Ax L e t o < « < < 1 , o < » £ 7 ^ . I f x i s a point 
such that 
J Id c^  (u) I ^ ^ t^ , 
o 
when o ^ t ^ & then 
O-^(x) - f(x) = 0 ( n ) . 
n 
* T.M. Plet t C^ "] 
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Later on A.H,Siddiqi extended t h i s theorem on the 
degree of approximation to a function by Gesaro means of i t s 
Fourier se r i e s belonging to the c l a s s Lip ( -^ ( t ) ) . His 
theorem s t a t e s as follows : 
Ihmrem B $ Let o < k < 1 a P d o < 8 > < A : . I f x i s a point 
such tha t 
ild+(u)l < -A f(.t) , 
o 
where o < t < 6, then 
J-ix) - f(x) = 0 ( t ( l / n » + o (n"^ ) , 
^ n ' 
where (j- ^x) i s the Gesaro means of order k and yit) i s a 
pos i t i ve increasing function sa t i s fy ing the condition 
8 fit) 
J dt = O C n ^ f ' d / n ) ) , as n - 00. 
1/n t2 ' 
In t h i s chapter we extoid the r e s u l t of A F« Siddiqi 
by using a more general operator ( t r i angu la r means) of which 
(C,oc) i s a special case for the Fourier se r i e s and i t s conjugate 
se r ies . 
• Siddiqi , JuK [ ^ o l 
y Siddiqi , JL H. [ ^ ] 
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3,3, In what follows we establish the following theorems t 
n 
TtifiQ££af(3.3.1): I£ ^AXn.kl la PoP-pegatlYe and 
BoardficreafilBg seaviffloe \dtb respect to k ancl i f 
t 
I Id 4^(11)1 ^ JL ^ ( t ) , (3.3.1) 
o 
W?t**Je O ^ t ^ 8 , iU^SB. 
(r(x) « f(x) » 0 ( t ( l / n ) ) > (3,3.2) 
n 
Xb£a:fi )^ ( t ) Ifl a pftftitive iDcreasdng fttpction sa t i s fv lDg 
6 ^ ( t ) 
I r - dt = O (n ^ ( 1 / n ) ) , n - o o . (3.3.3) 
1/n t^ 
•»^  n 
I^eQ£fia(3.3.2): I I I A X Q ^ I C } i s noQ-pegatliYe and BOP-
deereftsipg fiegaenee with re55Dect to k flPd i f 
t 
J 'd f^^  (u) I i A t (t) , 
o 
JitbSCfi O i! t ^ i , thaa 
9 ^ ( x ) - ^ ( x ) = 0 ( y - ( l / n ) ) , (3.3.4) 
n ' 
• Khan Huzoor H C'o3 
+ Khan Uizoor H CI33 
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Mti£C3 "fC )^ l" « pnflitlve increasing fUDctloD aatlflfvipg 
(3.3.3). 
3.4* The following le&mas will be used In the proofs of 
oar theor^Bs s 
ItfiSHBa 3.4.1 I If { A X Q ic '^^ ls non-negative and non-deereasing 
vith respect to k then It follows from the condition of rega -
larity that 
00 
n -• 00 kao limit S A X n k - ^ -n -• 00 kaft " / n , K 
iiSm& 3 . 4 . 2 : I f ] A A - , , t i s non-negative and non-
^ °»'^* kso 
decreasing sequ^ice with respect to k for o ^ a < l > ^ o o ^ 
o :$ t ^ A and for every n 
b i<n-k)t . 
' J ^ >^n,n.k « • < B t - ^ A > . n ^ „ . ^ » 
Ks-a 
where "C i s integral part of r . 
Jtsma, 3.4« 3 s ^^ {A A Q }^ 1 i s non-negative and non. 
Bf^O 
n 
decreasing se^ienee with resneot to k such that 2 Zb^  X » i, » 1 
teso °»* 
th«i as n •• 00 




uniformly for a l l k ^ n so that , 
A X , , , = O ( — ) , 
A X 0,0 « O C l / n ) . 
3.5. frn^f of theorem (3.3 .1) t 
Let as write 
fiL(x) = 2 *o * ^ ^*^ *^ °® "^  X + b^ sinv x) , 
k 
v = 1 
t h ^ 
2k^1 
i "^  stnC'T" ) t 
,S,(x) - f (x) « ~ - I t'Ct) 1 ^* » 
2 A o sin -
and 
cr(x) • f(x) = S A A _ J. { SL(x) - tiiO}f 
n 1E=O * 
^2k+i 4 n ^ A , sin(-5--)t 
2 A IpsQ » Q g i n — 
2 
. ,2k+1 
-K . 1 Q sine-——)t 
« J ^ ( t ) . - ^ S A X n,k K dt I 
o 27^  fcso sin •» 
S c^ ( t ) K^(t) dt , 
3S 
where 
1 2 . A *^'' ' ^ > * 
Now 
X , _1/n 8 ^ -. , 
! 4^(t) K ( t ) dt a [ X • X + Xl<J^<t) K_(t) dt , 
0 ° o 1/n 8 ° 
= I^ + Ig • I (say) . 
For evalttatlng X * we notice that 
1 D S 1D( -^ —)t 
° 2A ^Q n,K g^ ^ _! 
1 ° 
^ - J - s I AX „ 1,1 (ac+1), 
uQlformly in o < t ^ |^  • Now applying Jlbel' s Lemmai we get 
1 n-1 k 
IK„(t)l < jr-{ S ( S I A X„ u-')l 2k+1 • 2k - 31 
° '^^  k=o o °»'^ 
n 
+ (2n+1) S l A X _ ^.1} , 
o °>*^  
27^  
Hence 
^ i V ^ '^ "^  * (2n+i)M}. 
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K ( t ) = O (a> as n - 00. 
D 
M so since 4* (o) = o , we have by (3,3.1) 
Therefore 
t 
I «f ( t ) l < J Id 4> (u)l < A i^ ( t ) , 
o 
1/a 
I , = O (n J V>(t) dt) 
1 « ' 
= O <')^ (1/n)). 
Next 
II^I = 1 I 4»(t) K^Ct) dtl ^ 
'^  1/n 
sin( 2k + 1 ^4. 2 ^^ 
1/n 27; ^ ^ ^ n k k=o " »^ 
t dt I , 
sin 2 
s in(2° - 2 k t 1 j , 
5 , 1 n 
1 S A X n k=!0 ,a-k < I 1 4 ^ ^ ) ' 1/n 2 -^ 
t dLI , 
sin "T 2 
1 ® n sin(n - k + i ) t 
— J I t ( t ) l I S A > n,n-k —I 'Stl , 
2 A 1/n k=o ' ^^" 2 
^ 7 7 J ! 4^  (t) I Bt-'' A X n n-r t dt , 2^ 1/n ' n,n-L z 
(by lemna (3.4.2)) 
4 
1 i tit) , , 
B 6 Y^U; ^ . 
^ " " ^ J — ^ A XQ Q dt ,(by Lemma 3.4,3) 
= O in f (1/n). 1/n), (by L earn a (3,4. 3) and 
condition (3. 3. 3), 
Flneaiy^for the evaluation of Ig , we know that 
. n sin ( 3 ^ ) t 
IKn(t)l = -^ \ SAXn^k 2 I, 
sin ^ 2 
1 n-1 2 s l n * ( ~ l l ) t 
lEso **•* sin' 
^ 2 .2P»1_ 
- 2 sin ( - 5 - - ) t 
2 
Conseqaeotly 
Banc IK (t)f < rT^[ ^ ' ^n.k'"^ •<!>] 
o^^t<X " 2 7; sin* - ^k=o 
2 




I , ^ J + ( t ) iKnCt)! dt 
5 6 
7^  
^ max JK„(t)l J y^Ct) d t , 
= o (1) as n - a>. 
Therefore 
CTjCx) - f(x) « O ( V^  (1/n)) , 
wbi^ cooipletes the proof of our theorbo. 
3.6. Proof of theorei (3.3.2) s 
If we write 
a (x) = S (b^ COS V X - a^ slDv x) , 
'^ v = i 
t h ^ 
^ , , /-, 1 T . f sin kt cos k t , 
\ C x ) . f ( x ) = ^ J + ( t ) { r - I d t , 
o • ' kt^ 
and 
cr (x) - f(x) = S A X ^^^ | ^ ( ^ , ti^] + o ( i ) , 
kso 
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° V 1 T 1 ( sin kt cos kt T 
te=o » '^  o kt* t 
+ ° (1 ) , 
T » z^ -. 1 ° A N , sin kt cos kt . 
o '^  fc=o • kt** t 
= X <fr(t) J (t) dt + o (1) , 
o ° 
where 
_ . ^ 1 ° A \ (Sin kt cos kt ? 
Now 
J 4^  (t) j^ct) dt + o(i) = [Y% ! + j]+(t)Jn(t)dt+o(i) 
o o 1/n s -• ' ° • 
For I^, we notice that 
•Jn^*>' » O ( S I AA . Ikt^) anifornay In o<t^1/n , 
fc=o ' 
= 0(0, ( J^ 'AX „,,.,, 
= O (n) as n - 00 , 





Now M& estimate Ig as follows s 
Making use o t C3»6.1) for ^ i t ^ 8, we have 
I f D sin ki; n ^ ^  cos KT; ^ 





'^  lc=o 
sln(D.k)t AXp,n..T:, 
" ' ° ^ (n«k) t^ t 
by Lemaa (3»4,2)* 
JLbel*s transformation then gives 
1 r V sin (n-k)t 
* texo ° ' ° ^ (n.k) t 
ii 
k s c + l °>"-^ (n-k)t t 
t 
37 her efore 
l^ = O ( X i ^ ( t ) i . . ^ ^ " t " - ^ , 
1/n t 
^ 5 l+(t) | 
= 0 ( l / n ) 0 ( J 5 ~ t dt ) ,(by Lenma 3,4.3) 
1/n t* 
= 0{(8/n) X - 1 — 1 d t} , 
1/n t2 ^ 
= 0(1/D) o (n ^ ( 1 / n ) ) , (br condition 3.3.3) 
= 0 ( y(l/n)). 
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4t 
B7 virtue of (3* 6,1) the Rlemann^Lebesgae theorem , aPd the 
regularity of trlaPgiilar means, we get 
max IJn<*)' = <^ 1^> a s n - Q O . 
o^^t<A 
That i s , 
o^(x) -IrCx) = O ( V' (1/n)) . 
This oont>letes oar proof. 
Remarks t If the triangular means i s replaced by Cesaro 
mean in part icular theni theorem (3.3.1) deduces 
( i) Theorem B with an ia|)roved order, and 
( i i ) Theorem 4 , when y ( t ) = t . 
* aC. Titchmarsh ^^3 3 
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CH^TER IV 
ON THE lliE^EE OF JffPROXiMiJiON TO A RJNCTION BELONGING 
TO WEIGHTED (L^,^ it)) CLASS 
4,1. Let f(x) be a 27^-peaflodic function integrable L^  
(p > 1) and l e t 
00 00 
f ( x ) ^ ^ a + S (a^cos^/x + b^ sin-v)x) « S A^ (x) (4 .1 .1) 
« " -v/sl -v=0 
be I t s Fourier series . 
We define the norm (f* I i lay 
P 
r 2^  P y^ 
HfM = { J l f (x) l dx } , p > 1 
P o 
and the degree of approximation ^ v f ) by 
^ < f ) = yin Hf . T „ l l , 
where ^Q(X} I S a trigonometric polynomial of degree n. 
Glv^ a pos i t ive Increasing function "/"(t) and an integer 
p > 1, we say that f(x) belongs to Lip ( ^ ( t ) ,p ) c lass 
(written f(x) € Lip ( >// ( t ) ,p ) i f 
+ Slddlql, JUH. [ I S ] 
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{f"lf(x>t) • f(x)l dx } « O ( V^(t)), (4.1.2) 
o 
and that f(x) belongs to weighted (L^, V^(t)) class (vritten 
f(x) € W a^, >^(t)) i f 
2^ n fin ^^^ {S If(xi't) . f ( x ) r s i / P x d x } = OCy-U)) (P2P) . (4.1.3) 
o 
In case ^ » o* ve notice that our newly defined (dass ' 
W(LP, y ' ( t ) ) coincides with the class Lip ( y ' ( t ) ,p) . 
4.2, Let {PQ] , {q^^ be non-negative, non-increasing 
generating teqoences for the (N, p^, q^ ) method such that 
Pjj » PQ * 1^1 '*' •»• Pn •* ® as n - 00 , (4.2*1) 
% = <lo + S * * % » (4.2.2) 
\ * P©^ "*• P i V l "^  *Pn^ - GO as n-^, (4.2.$> 
and 
p. q i n 
t » S r. S , (4.2.4) 
n R(D) ic=o ^ »-fc V .<j. ; 
where S^  i s the k-th partial sum of the series (4.1.1) and 
k^ = Pk <ln-ic • 
4« vJ 
4*2, Our main resul t of th i s chapter I s the foUoviog 
th^rem on necessary and sufficlast condition for the degree of 
{qpproxiaation to a function via the g^eral ized Norlund means 
t i of i t s Fourier series belonging to our nev class W(LP,y/(t)). 
T|ienrem (4 . 3. 1) s JS, f ( x ) JS a PfiTlodlC fHqctiOP HhSSl 
f(x) € w (LP, / - ( t ) ) If ianfl QBlY i f 
E*(f) = mlD l l f - tP*^l l = O ( y'd/n) n * P), (4.3,1) 
n^ 
provided )^ (t) satisfies the follotdng t 
,vn ti c)i(t)i „ ^ y p 
(1) ; J ( )P sinPP t dt y « 0 ( l / n ) , 
•^  o V' (t) 
, ^ t - ^ c(.(t)i p y p ^ 
( i i ) { I ( ; ) dt } = 0 (n^) , 
where 6 i s an arbitrary positive number such that q(i-6)«i > o. 
(Vn ^ ( t ) q '^^ ^ B+ "i 
(iii) I X ( • ) dt } « 0 ( y' (1/n) n P) , 
f >^  ^ ^l ^ . . , . - +^ n • 1 1 (iv) r - ^ — ^ dt = OCy^Cl/n) n*" P ' ') , 
a « B - -t ' - ' ^ p 
00 S^(l/t) B + ^ 
(v) ; -^ r dt = O ( y' (1/n) n P ) , 
4 3 
(Vl ) R(n) y^ ( 1 / n ) i « Hftn»<^ecreasiDg> 
Proof t To prove the theorem we need the followlDg lemnas t 
Itfinaa (4.3.2) s l£ p^^ y AGLd \q^ ij are Bon-Bega i^Ye, an^  
BOB-degr easing then for o ^ a i b ^ Q o , o < t < - A : aBd any » » 
we have 
b i(n«k)t 
' s Pk ^-k ® ' -^  H(i/t) lor aag a . 
K?*a 
V 
ElQa£ » Let r = [t"**] , then 
b i (n-k) t in t b - ik t 
' j ^ ^ P k V k ^ ' == •« fea'^^'"-^ ^ '• 
r -1 - i k t b - Ik t 
Now 
= T^ + Tg (say) . 
^-1 r-1 
- 1 . 
^1 ^ J p qo. t < S Pfe q _ :^  R( r ) ^ R(t •) fcasa k s a r ^ K 
and by 4bel ' s Leouna^ 
. l ( k^ -1 ) t 
1 - e 
% ^ 2p^ V b p^-5?5. * ~ "^ it • 
P + 1 l^c^b 1 - e 
0 
i t / 2 
e 
P T»-fc i t / 2 - i t / 2 
e - e 
- ' ' ^ «P 
< ^ Pp «p • 
Since 
•p 
Rp s S p. 
we finally get 
^ - ^ 9p ( 7 - ) , («p = S q ) 
. sin * ' k=o y *^  
k ^ p - k ^ Pp «p» 
Tg :^  ^ Rp ^ A B ( l / t ) , 
which coo^letes the proof of oar levnd*. > 
hsSBLBL (4.3I.3) t If for each n > 1, the function f(x) can 
be approximated by a trigonometric polynomial tgCx) of degree 
n (at most) such that 
" f - v ^ " t ^ — — » 
n 
r being a posit ive integer or zero, then f(x) i s equivalent 
to an absolutely continuous function having a derivative^f^Cx) , 
* Quade, a s , l\^-\ 
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of order r , for which 
^ r a/fi op -r^(x) -1 
w. (6,f^) S A 6 S ^ ^ ( x ) dx+ r — ~ d x , 
•P L a 1/B ^ -• 
where a and <4 are constspts which may depend on f(x) Tait not 
on S and - '^(x) i s a function not ident ical ly zero which sat is-
fies the following : 
( i) -^^^ (x) 2 o and, at l e a s t for x greater than some 
X t decreases monotonically to zero as x^^*^ 
O' 
.. 00 _n_ (x) 




w^ (8,f) = sup lf(x»-h) - f ( x ) ' , 
i f f(x) € L<^  and 6 > o , for p > 1, Lp i s class L* « 
Prnnf nf theorem s F i r s t we prove that the condition (4. 3, i) 
't-is necessary, ^s in Zygmund > we write 
p, q 2 7^  S^(t) n 
f(x) - t „ = J S pv qu vsin(n-.k)t dt + o ( i ) 
° 7VR(n) 0 t l»o '^  ^ " ^ 
• Zygmund^ A [ n s j 
2 ^/n ^ ^ 4^(t) n 
, 1 I + J ] S Pw qn.fcSin(n-k)t dt +o(1), ' 
-7^  R(n) o Vn t teo "^  *^  
= I + I • o (1) , say; 
I 2 
Applying Haider* s inequality aOd the fact that 
<^ii) € W(L ,^ y ( t ) ) , we get 
2 Vn <^(t) n 
J a J 2i p, a , sin(n-k)t dt , 
^ AR(n) o t feo *^  ^ - ^ 
2 fVn r t l S^(t)l B / 1^  ^ 
^ —^— X I ( ) stn'^t dt J • 
*• o *• t2 k=:o sin*^  t 
= O ( — i — ) . O ( ;J ) { J ; 5 J dt j 
R(n) ° o '- t2 sinP t "* ^ 
1/q 
= O J 5 dt V 





P * o 
Similarly 
I ^ O ( ) f J » I dt ) . 
^ R(n) '^Vn y/( t ) 
n q 1/q 
^ , ^ Pk ^ - k sin(D-k)t y . ( t ) 
•Un' 11777^ U t } , 
« o ( — ) J J dt y . 
1 - - q q 
R(n) slnP< Vn) V n V ^ ^ 
R(n) sln^C Vn) ^ 1 ^  y«^ -^  "^  
1/q dy \ 
0 4 
1 i A 
R(n) i^ih ' 4 15 R(n) yCn) n 1 :, o ("i^ ) o itT). o (—r7r~> o ^^  **y> 
R(n) sin'^ (J ) 1 -ci»-«(i^ 2 
0 (n®) O ( - ^ ) . 0 ( n ^ ^ ) (l/n)P 
R 1 f t - * + 1 - « 
O ( ^ ( ^ ) n^ P ) . 
In order to prove that the condition (4. 3.1) i s also 
sufficient, we put r = o, - " - ( t ) = T- . M, ( M being a 
t - ? * P 
poaitlve constant) la Lemma (4. 3. 3} and get 
1 1 an ^ ( i ) 00 ^ (T) 
w„< n » « = O (J) . I ' ""s dt • J ~ p - dt , 
P a ^ - p . ^ n t-p . 1 ^^ 1 
1 
1 , 1 ?* D + "• 
= O ( i ) O ( y^  Cs)n ) 
1 
1. J * P 
0 3 
1 ^ * V 
I b i s completes the proof of our theoreaw 
I D inmedlate coro l la ry of the above theorem I s the 
fol loving r e s u l t : 
Cnrnnarv £4,3.4) S l £ f(x) l a ft pfifiOfl3,C fVlBgUQP 
belnnylDg tn the daas Lip (<<,p), o <<< < 1, and i f the qequ^nee^ 
( P Q ^ mA [(i^] are defined as (4 .2 .1) and (4 .2 .2) such tl^at 
R(y) 
Is noB-degr^Balas (4.3.2) 
3^ 
t h ^ 
E^(f) = min I l f - t / ' ^ J J = O ( — ^ ^ 1 ) . 
Remark i I t may be noted t h a t the proof as given by 
B« N. Sahney and Gopal Rao in t h e i r r e s u l t i s wrong. The 
incorrec t s teps in t h e i r proof being 
,^/n + ( t ) p . 
{ J I - — I dt } = 0 ( 1 ) , 
and 
^* Khan, Huzoor H. [ ^ ] 




[ j  ~~— I dt 5 = 0 (1). 
For, in th i s case, <^it) i Lip (< - h such that «< p > 1, We 
-kfflive givcD the correct proof of the protiein. 
4,4. In thi4 section we prove the following theorem 
on the degree of approximation of the par t ia l sams of a Fourier 
series for the class 
Tljsanfia* <4.4.1) : II f € w (L ,^ fit)) glass anch that 
^Vn ul <^(u)l P ^ / P , 
o y^  (u) 
then 
f(x) . S^(x) * O ( n ^ y'< n » » 
uniforiBlv almnat every «faera.. 
Prnftf < We see that 
Vn , Vn ul <i^^(u)l Igln^ ul V'(u) 
X I ct (tt)Idu = I ( i )( s )du, 
o ' * o V^(u) ulslnP ul 
• Khan Huzoor H. [)^] 
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^ o fin) 
1/p 
X 
f r ( 5 ) du j 
l /q 
>^(u) o u sln^ u 
> 
= 0(i) 0 ( f '4 ) ){ J 
o u** sin?^ tt 
1/q 
du] , 
^ 0 (1 / ' ( i n f ' f u - ^ ^ / ^ du] 
1/q 
O (^  ^ (i)) 0 ( T u-^ -*^ ^ du ^ 1/q 
= 0 (J f (i)) O (^ )^ '"^  " '^  , 
1 P + « -1 (4.4.1) 
and 
^s 
TT I cLCrx) . c^Cu+h)! ^ ^ 4'T^\I) - ^^ ^^ Cu+h) I Sirica 
J Lx Z ^ J * * dtt ^ 
V D a ^/n tt sin *^ a 
'^  P 6n 1^^^ 
^ f 1 I sf^Ju) - ^ Xu+h) I sin^P u dtt y X 
1/q 
^ d u -J 
7\/n u^ sin"^ u 
X 1/p n^ 
^ I X If (a) - f(iH-h)l^ sin^P a dtt '^  0 ( r—) , 
71 /n 1 i C l 
= O ( Y' (n)) 0 ( a ^ * ^) , (4.4.2) 
holds uniformly almost every where. Now (4.4,1) and (4.4.2) 
con^lete the proof of our theorem (4.4. l ) . 
I t may be noted that the following r e s t a t i s an immediate 
corollary of the above theorem. 
CQjCQllaEZ-*(4.4.2) t I f f(x) € Lip (c<,p) where 
Shin«Ichi-Izttaii [^l 
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o <«< ^ 1, P > 1, < p 1 
then 
f(x) - 3jx> = O ( 1 
n " P 
unifornay almost «very where. 
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CHAPTift V 
ON THE DE(HIEE OF iPPKOXiMillON OF FUNCTIONS BaONGDJO 
TO THE CLJISS Llp( ^ ( t ) , p ) USING Ay^ -OPERATORS 
5 ,1 . Suppose f(x) i s a 27:-periodic function in tegrab le 
iP (p > 1) and 
1 °° 
f(x) ^ "5 a • S (a„ cos nx + b_ sin nx) (5 ,1 ,1) 
,v^ 00 00 
f(x) ^ S (au sin nx - t^ cos nx) » s B (x) (5 .1 ,2) 
n=1 n=l ° 
are r e spec t ive ly the Fourier s e r i e s and conjugate Fourier 
se r i es of f(x)» 
Let 
1 ° 
S (x) = T: a« • 21 (a,, c o s v x • b j^ sin-u x) (5 .1 .3) 
V 3 1 
n ^ 2 o - . " - v 
and 
n 
%Xr) « S ( a ^ sin V X - b ^ sin v x) (5 ,1 ,4) 
V s l 
r e spec t ive ly denote the n- th p a r t i a l sums of the Fourier s e r i e s 
and conjugate Fourier s e r i e s of f ( x ) . 
We v r i t e 
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, ^ xsin t . 
^ s l n U X + l ) t a n * U ; J + t / 2 V 
^ . (-r t^ a ^ 1 «• COS t ^ 
sin - (1 + x^ - 2x cos t ) 2 2 
we say*that f(x) € Lip ( y^Ct),?), p > 1, i f 
{ X I f(3«tt) . f(x)l dt ^ = O ( f ' < t ) , 
o 
where y^(t) i s a posit ive increasing function. 
5.2. Given >^  > « 1 , we say that thesequ^ice { s^l i s 
Ji\ -samnahle to a f in i t e sum s i f the series 
X + 1 <» \ n 
<^  - ^ ^ . ^n «n ^ . 
n=o 
where ^Q = ( n »^ ^^ convergent for a l l x in (o ,1) , and 
tends to s as x - 1 in (o,1). 
We define 
t „ ( x ) = (1-x) S €^ X SL(x) (5 ,2 ,1) 
° n=1 0 ^ 
and 
* S i d d i ^ , JLH. Cl<^] 
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t*(x) = (1-x) B €^ X° S_(x) (5.2,2) 
^ n=1 ° 
/~* 
where S^(x) and S^Cx) are defined by (5,1,3) and (5.1.4) , 
5.3. In t h i s chapter we will determlDe the degree of 
approximation of functions belonging to the class Lip( ^ ( t ) ,p) 
a sing A-^ -sunm abi l i ty operators* In fact we prove the 
following theorenu 
l l lSQ£^ ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) : It f ( x ) i « per iodic and b^^lnggs to t^e 
ciaas Lip ( )^(t),p) XQ£ p > 1, and if 
1-x ^ ( t) P ^^^ [ J ( - 1 ) at ) = 0 (y-<i-x)), (5,3.1) 
o ^l/p 
^ V'(t) P '^'^  
f X ( r-— > <Jt } = O ()^(l-x)(l-x)"'') 




t^ix) - f(x) « 0 ( y-(l-.x)(l-x)' '^ ^) , 
where V'(t) i s a posit ive increasing function. For example 
we may take )^ (t) = t g(t) where g(t) i s bounded or 
fit) . [h(t)'l*^ where h(t) ^ t . 
6^ tJ 
Piao t * I^ order to prove the theorem we wi l l use the 
following lemnas : 
2 
f^etmna (5.3.2) : @^(x, t ) = 0 ( yrZ )> where t<(l-.x) , 
(1-x) 
(o < t D c , o < X < 1). 
?rpo£ : Now 
^1 X sin t ^ 1 
sin ICX^-i) tap ( T^'os t^ "^  2 J 
xCx,t) = ^ t j — , 
sin - 1^ + x^ - 2x cos t^ ^ 
= 0{ ^' ^+J 
. n i { ( l . x ) ' . 4 x s i n 2 M 2 
2/t 
=0{ ^-r i 1> as t < <l-x) 
^ sin t /2 f p. -4r^ ^ {( 1 -x)^} ^ 
t / 2 
_ ( 2 / ( l -x) , 
. O j ^:j ) , 
= O [-: ^;:2 >5 
^ (1-x) ' ^ ^ ^ -* 
Hit 
which con¥>letes the proof of|leniQa. 
6 4 
2 
Leama (5.3>3) : © s ( x , t ) = 0 ( — V f i " " ^ w h e n t > ( l - x ) , 
(o < t ^7^ , o < X < 1) 
Pr^Qf : We have 
@^(x,t) =o{ 1 A M } ' 
sin V [ ( l -x )2+4x sin2 V \ ^ ^ 
1 
p^i" "V as t > l - x 
sin */g(4 2 X ^ sin */j,') 
2 
V ) . 2 
t / 2 
Ol-;yT2 } ; 
which completes the proof of the leiuna'* 
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Proof of the theorem (5.3>1) J SiDce 
1 ^ . s in(n+Vp) t 
S„(x) - f(x) = i I c^Ct) rr-^ d t , 
we get 
Sin V a 
00 « -v 1 °° x ° (X+ i ) (>+2) a+ p) 
S | S Cx)-f(x)'Vx° S ' i ^ 
:^  . sin (n + Vj,) t 
X <^  (t) r-
o sin ^ / 
 f (t) — 1 ~ ~ ^ — ** » 
1 ^ 5^(t) 00 x"(X-H)(X+2) (X •n) , 
= i ^ r : 2i ^ s in(n+l) t dt 
^ o sin / n=o |_n_ 
1 ^ 5^ ( t ) / 00 X (X+1) . . . . ( A + n) 
~ X T— Im ( 2, 
^ o sin / nso ] n 
i(n+ J) t 
• e ) dt , 
1 ^ cj^Ct) . i t / 2 00 X CX + D . . . . ( X+n) 
^ o sin V „ n=o In 
2 '— 
i n t 
. e )} dt , 
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^ o Sin ^ L ^ 
t t / 2 .^. - X - 1 }]^ 
X sin t 
= i X ^ (t) 
sin FcX+Dtan ' ( ) + « 
•- 1 -Xcos t J 
sin - (1 + x^ - 2x COS t ) ^ ~ 
d t 
1 ^ 
= * r 4^(t) ©;,(x,t) dt , 
l-rx 5 H I * , i j^" ' e,(x.t)dt, 
= I^(x) + Ig^x) , ( say) . 
Applying A i d e r ' s Inequal i ty ( in the expression of I - (x))and 
the fac t t ha t c^ ( t ) € Lip ( y ^ ( t ) , p ) , we get 
4 r 1-3C D 1/p 1-x a ^1/a--i 
«ii(x)i ^ ^[{ I »«/'(t)i^dt} . {J »exU,t)i dt ] ^1 , 
ft A —^  
= 0(1) r f l ; x -f ( t ) p 1/p 
1/q 
0 ] •' ^ , , ' X + 2 ^ ' ^ * ] (by lemma (5 ,3 .2 ) , 
^ o Cl-x) -J -^  
6? 
1 1-x ^ ' ' l 
- ? \ - 2 1/q 
SLfflUarly 
1/p 
- I dt ^ 
1-X t 
1/q 
r . TT c i ( t ) P 
' Vx ) ! ^ 0(1) [ { X l-I—il d t } 
q 
• { ^ ' * B,(x,t)l d t } ] , 
r . ^ V'(t) D ^/P 
o (1) [{ J (—fi-L.)^ dt } . 
^-^ t p * 1 
7\" 1/q 
emma 
( 5 . 3 . 3 ) ) ^ 
1/q 
O ( )i^(l.x)(l-x)"^ 0 { ? t ' ^ ^ -%t > 
1-x •• * 
0 ( ^ ( l -x ) ( l -x ) -1)0{ t ' ^ ' ' ^ ' 1^ ] ' 
' 1 - x 
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. X - 1 + ^ 
= O ( f (l-x)(l-x> P) , 
Therefore 
^ n \ -A - 1 - r 
Z [Sj^Cx) - fCx)^ X €^ = 0 ( y ' ( l - x ) ( l - x ) P , 
n=o 
which gives 
tjjCx) - f(x) = O ( ^ C l - x X l - x ) ) , 
due to the fac t t ha t 
t„(x) - f(x) = 2. {S_(x) - f(x)} xo € „ ( l - x ) , 
" n=o 
The proof of the Theorem (5 ,3 , l> i s then complete. 
5,4. Using siniilaT techniques, the fol loving theorem on 
conjugate Fourier se r ies i s qui te obvious. 
Tiieonfiffl (5, 4.1) : lJL.?(x> JLs perlQtlic-^g belnngfi tn thfi 
glass Lip ( -f (t),p) Ian P>1 aP'a if cnndiUon^ (5, 3.1) and 
(5. 3. 2) are fit!sfled, then 
t*(x) - f(x) = O ( •/' (1-x)(1-.x)"" ^ ) , 
where ^^Ct) i s a pos i t ive increasing function. 
Remark : Since the AbeL-operator i s the special case of 
•' ^ the Ay^ -operator for > = o,we remark tha t Theorem (5.3,1) 
6,'i 
and (5.4.1) lo ia also for AbeL-neao operator. 
7:' 
caapTER VI 
ON THE DEGREE OF iPPHOXiWATION OF FUNCTIONS BELONGING TO 
THE CLASS L l f ( V 'Ct ) , ? ) USING (J,Pn)-AND BOREIrOPERATORS 
6 .1 , Suppose f(x) I s a 2 ^ - p e r i o d i c function in teg rab le 
L^ (p>1) and 
1 '^ 
f(x) ^ p a-, -»- S (an cos nx + b sin nx) (6 ,1 .1) 
*^  n=1 
i s i t s Fourier se r i e s . 
Let 
1 ° 
S„(x) » i a^ + S (a,, cos V X + b ^ sin V x) (6, i, 2) 
deaote the n - th p a r t i a l sttJnsof the Fourier s e r i e s (6 ,1 ,1 ) . 
We say tha t f(x) € Lip ( ^z ( t ) , p ) , p > 1 i f 
-1 /p 
lf(x*-t) - f (x ) l s 0 ( y ' ( t ) t ) , 
where ^ ( t ) i s a pos i t i ve increas ing function. 
00 
6.2, Let P_ > o such tha t S p diverges and the rad ius 
° n=so 
of convergence of the power se r ies 




Given any se r i e s S a^ with the p a r t i a l sum Sp, we have 
00 
p (x) s 2i p s_ x° ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) 
and 
P q( X) , , 
J (x) « - ^ (6 .2 ,3) 
S p(x) 
I f the se r i e s on the r i gh t of (6. 2, 2) i s convergent in 
(o,1) and i f 
l i m i t J (x) = s , 
3C*1-0 
00 
we may say tha t S ajj (or the sequence ( s^ l ) i s summable («r,p ) 
to s. 





s„ = a • a, + . . . + a„) for which the power se r i e s S —^ ZT 
n o i n '^  ^ 1 ^ 
" ' n=o 1 ^ 
converges whenever 121 < + oo, i s ca l led Bor el-summable to s i f 
03 o 
"jc *n n l i m i t e ^ 2 7 - ^ 1 = s . 
We define the operators 
1 °° 
ZJ (x) = — 1 — S p^ x° S„(x) (6 .2 .3) 
0 p(x) n=o ° ° 
and 
n , , -x ^ ^ < ^ n D„Cx) = e S -; X , 
° n=o U * 
where S^ix) i s the n- th p a r t i a l sum of ( 6 . 1 . 1 ) . 
•) 
In t h i s chapter we wil l determine the degree of approximation 
of functions belonging to the c l a s s Lip( f ( t ) , p ) using ( J J P Q ) -
and Borei-operators. 
6, 3. In fac t we prove the following theorems: 
Thenrem (€ .3 .1) : hs^ f (x) be a per iodic function belonging 
to the c l a s s Lip( V'(*) ,p) IflU P > 1 fitfCh tha t l i m i t —;— 
t - o+ ^ 
exists and ^ js mnnotonlc> I£ {p^} Is a positive steadily 
dtjcreasing to zero such that Jn p^^ JS toUBtaed and i f 
1-x ' / ' ( t ) p ^ ^ 
f j ( ^ T A T > d* "V = O C y ' ( l - x ) ) , (6 .3 .1) 




3 (x) - f(x) = O i- ) . 
p(x) 
theorem (6 .3 . S) : L^J^ f(x) be a per iodic function belonging 
to the c l a s s L i p ( y / ( t ) , p ) £Q£, p>l .sSLS^Ltbat l i m i t 4^ it)/t 
<^(t) 
e x i s t s attd i s mnnntnnlG . JJi 
t 
' ' "li/p ) at; J = O ( Y'd/x)) , (6.3.3) 
o t 
1/p 
^ ( 1 / x ) I > 1/x , (6 .3 .4) 
7 f l 
iihsD. 
\ix) « f(x) = 0 ( y ( l / x ) X ^) 
In order to prove the theorans we requ i re the follovdng 
lemmas : 
ItSfflffia (6« 3. 3) : I £ Ifi mnnntnnlc and i f 
t 
<^(t) limit —:;:— eyjstsi then 
t -* o+ ^ 
I gj^ Q jj^ ^j^ = O (1/n) . 
8 t 
Proof : Case ( i ) : Suppose < ^ ( t ) / t i s mono ton i c a l l y 
decreasing. Let 
I (x) « J sin nt dt . 
h t 
In tegra t ing by p a r t s we have 
- 4>it) cos nt -i^ r -, "^  d - + ( t ) 
i l (x ) i = I - ;; J cos n t -—{ ) d t l , 
¥ « J n e dt +. 
- <^  (7^ ) COS BA S^ (8) COS n8 
^1 ^ , ^ 
^ n & n 
+ 1 - CO s nt d( ) I, 
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1 4> (K) 4 (8) . - 4 (^) <^(8) 
n -^ S ' n 7s S 
1 r f (^ ) + ( 'f) ) 1 J <^(8) 4 ( S ) I 
<?t>(6) 
Let l i m i t r— s M. Taking the l i m i t as S -* o+ , we see 
6 - 0 + 0 ® 
tha t the above inequa l i ty s t i l l holds and consequently, 
iKx) ' < J 1 ' -1^ « ;; + M * IMI j , 
a O ( 1 / n ) , 
as was to be proved. 
4>(t) 
Caa£ ( i i ) 8 Let —7 be monotonically increasing. The 
proof for t h i s case i s exact ly the same as tha t of case ( i ) i f 
we merely no t ice t ha t 
-«^( t ) cos n t -1^ . TT , J>it) 
II (x) I = I ; ; J .^ 1 j c o s n t - 2 - (-1^ ) d t l , 
*^  t n g H g d t t 
n v A 7^  ' ' ^ n ^ ' ' 
J = 0 ( l / n ) . 
7J 
This completes the proof of our leoma. 
00 1 
IifijBffia (6 .3 ,4) J l i m i t f S p^ x" sin nt = 0 ( ) > 
t - 0+ ^ 0=0 1-X 
for o < t ^ 1-xi 
Proof s We have 
4 00 00 „ sin nt 
l i m i t - S p x° sio nt = l i m i t 2 n Pn ^ » 
t •* 0+ ^ n=o t -* 0+ n=o n t 
00 ^ 
= O ( S n p X ) , 
n=o 
= 0 ( )> ^^inPn^is bounded, 
1-x 
6.4. Proof of the theoff^m (6. a. 1) : since 
TV 
0 ^ 
1 r 9<*) 
SjjCx) - f(x) = ^ \-"^:— sin nt dt + o(1) , 
we get 
£ {S^(x) - f ( x ) } P„ X 
00 
n=o 
= ^ S p X J sin n t dt + o( S p„ x ) , 
^ n=o ° o t n=o ° ^ 
1 rlf^c ^ . <f ( t ) 00 
= - / J + I J S p x° sin n t dt + o(p(x)) , 
^ o 1-x t tt^o ° 
= J^(x) + JgCx) + o(p(x)),-
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J^plying Holder's Inequality (in the expression for J (x)} and 
the fact that -f ( t) € Lip ( ^ / ' ( t ) ,p ) , we get 
t J / x ) ^ 1 ( I I <f ( t ) r dt } 
1 ^ o 
1/q 
1-x 00 p x° sin nt ^ 7 
. n I S -2 I dt j , 
-^ o nsso t 
1/p 
1-x V'Ct) P 
o t 
, 1-x r v w '^  1 
1/q 
,1-x 1 a •) , , . . 
. O r ( ) dt J (bylenma (6.3.4)), 
'• o 1 -x ^ 
1-x '^^ ^ 
= O (V ' ( l -x ) ( l -x)"S { J dt } ,(by condition 
' o ^ ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) ) 
= 0 ( f (l-x)(l-x)"'^ ^ . 
For evaluating '^^^ ^ we have 
- T <^ ( t ) 00 
J«(x) = _, X —;: S p^ x° sin nt dt , 
2 ^ 1-x * n=o ° 
00 
0 ( l / n ) S p„ x° bylenma (6.3.3) 
n=1 ° 
00 x° 
nsl ° n*^  
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00 3C° 
^ Qi S —5 ) (sinee(lap > i s bounded) , 
n=1 n* 
00. x° (n+1) 
= O ( S — ) , 
n=1 n*^  (n+1) 
00 
O ( S 
n n+1 
n=1 a(n+l) ) , 
X X 
= 20( + + • • • • + °")» 
1. 2 2.3 
= O <x( l - ^) + X^( ^ - ~ ) + . . . . + 00 ) , 3 3 
2 3 2 
0 ( ( x + + + ...+oo)+( —+ 1 . . . . . 00)} 
2 3 2 3 ^-' 
= O [ClogC—^)+ ^ (-X - I - 00) + i l , 
1 - x ^ •* •' 
r 1 1/x , 
= O i < l o g ( ) + l og (1-x) + log e } , 
1-x ® 
1-x 
= O ( in ) l o g ( 1 - x ) ) , 
= O (1-x) ( -X -X 
n«1 
2 . - • 
X 3 . • • . 
n-» ^ ^ 
H> 
= O (1-x) . 
7S 
Therefore, 
S {S^(x)-f(x)}Pv.x° = 0 ( r ( l - x ) ( l - x ) + 0 ( l - x ) + o (p(x) ) . 
n=o 
F ina l ly , since 
00 [S„(x) - f(x)5pn x" 
3^(x) - f(x) = S ^ — ' 
nsso pvx) 
we get 
2r (x) - f(x) =t <^  
-1/p 
+ 0 ( l - x ) 
p(x) 
O ( /-(l«x)(l»x)"''/P) 
p(x) 
K 
(by condi tion (6. 3. 2)). 
This completes the proof of the theorem (6 .3 ,1 ) . 
TT^g)rem (6. 3. 2) : Since 
1 '! ^ C t ) 




S (a^^Cx) - f ( x ) > T ^ 
n=o •-=-
1 00 X 
^ nso 
^ ( t ) 00 
15. sin nt dt + o ( s •;— ) n=o \JL 
n 1 r V x ^ T ^ ( t ) 00 X ^ 
- L I + X J S T- - sin n t dt + o(e ) , 
^ o V x t n=o iSL 
71'^  a 
= I / x ) + IgCx) + o(e*) say. 
For evaluating I (x)» we use Eblder's inequality and the fact 
« ^ ( t ) e Lip ( y - ( t ) , p ) ' and obtain 
1 r,Vx , j^ 1/p ,Vx 00 x° sinnt <1 .1/q] 
II ,(x)l < ^ { I l ^ ( t ) | P d t ] . { J I S 77 - T - ' dt ) J 
' •• o o n=o '— 
-Vx ^it) p y P Vx 00 x" nt q . ^ / ^ 
00 x° Vx 1/q 
» O ( f ( 1 / x ) ) S - r - , ( J dt) , (by (6 .3 .3) ) , 
n=o Liiz! o 
00 X 
= 0 ( ^ ( i / x ) 3 s T^ (-.f75-) 
0=0 I ' X 
^ x°-^ X 
= o ( f (1/x)) s T ^ ( -~t7r> » 
n=:o I X 
= 0 ( y - d / x ) x '^^ P) e"". 
In order to evaluate I (x) , we proceed as follows x 
1 ( ^ ( t ) 00 x° 
Ip(x) =* - \ S - r - - sin nt dt , 
^ ^ / t n=o LL * 
00 x" ^ <;t ( t ) •1 X ' 
•IgCx)! "" ' X ^ fn ^ sin nt dt I, 
^ n=o LL A/X t 
8' 
•I a> x ° 
'^p(x) ' = O (n) S - r - (using lemma (6.3,3)) 
m n-M 
00 °*^ 
O( i ) (e^ - 1) , 
= o < i ) e • 
Therefore, 






= 0(/-( l /x) x^' e V 0 ( ^ e'', 
CD _ n 
-X Bn<x) - f(x) - S {S^(x) - f (x) \ f - e 
nso LiL 
we get 
lio(x) . f(^) = O ( f (l/x)xY^ + 0(l/x) , 
= 0 ( f (1/x) x^/P). (by condition (6.3.4)) . 
This con?)letes the j:wx)C)f of the theorem (6. 3. 2) . 
8 
Remarks : - ( I ) Let us r ^ a r k tha t Lemma (6.3.3) holds even 
chit) 
^f « i - J— i s ^-intggneUal, mono tonic in each gabinterval of 
t 
some p a r t i t i o n . 
P s [ X ^ = O , X | , . . . . , X J J = A } , 
of the in te rva l [0,7^] . For i f we take S su f f i c i en t ly small 
such tha t 6 < x^ , we can wr i t e (cf. Proof of lemma ( 6 . 3 . 3 ) ) . 
Xi N Xi <^( t ) 
Kx) = ( J + S J ) gin nt dt , 
S 1=2 xj^^^ t 
N 
= I^(x) + S I i ( x ) , say. 
^ 1=2 
Now using exactly t h e same technique as in Leama (6 .3 .3) we 
immediately observe tha t 
1 r <i>(x4) < t (x i ) 1 
I I / x ) l <. ^ [ i - ^ - — ^ « ¥ — 1 ± M + IMlJ = 0 ( l / n ) , 
X 1 ^ 
I f «^ (x i ) 4^ (Xi) 7 1 
{, _ l i i ^ , .-.ii^-iL,]. 
xi-1 V i 
= 0 ( l / n ) , V i « 2 , 3 , . . . . N^  
and consequently 
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I(x) = O (1/n). 
(II) In the l i gh t of Remark (I) above, we may also remark 
that theorems (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) hold even i f the function 
4> (t) 
i s , in general, of the type moationed in Remark ( I ) . 
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CHJiPTiB VII 
ON THE DEGREE OP iPPROXIMillON OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS 
BY TRljBJfGCJLAR MEANS 
7 , 1 . Let 
1 ^ 
•T a + a (a cos-vx + b^ slnv»x), (7.1.1) 
and 
00 
S (b^ cos-x; X - a^ sinv x) , (7 .1 ,2) 
-0 = 1 
respec t ive ly denote the Fourier s e r i e s and conjugate Fourier 
se r i e s of a 2?^-periodic and Lebesgue in tegrable function f(x)« 
We shall v r i t e 
1 ° 
S«(x) = ^ a^ + S (a^ cosv X + bv sin V x ) , (7 .1 .3) 
" -^  o >; = ! 
_____ n 
S_(x) = S (b cos-v X - a,, sinv x ) , 






^ ^ = ?o^^°,k V^^ > 
and respec t ive ly ca l l these as t r i angula r means of the Fourier 
se r i es of f and of conjugate Fourier se r ies of f. 
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4r 
7.2. S. Bernstein proved tha t the (C,l)-means 
- n-1 
c r (x ) = crn(x,f) = n ^ V ^ ^ ^ 
n " k=1 
of the Fourier s e r i e s of a per iodic function f (x ) , belonging 
to the c l a s s Lip < (o<a(<1) sa t i s fy the condition 
or (x) - f ( x ) . = O <n ) , (7 .2 .1) 
uniformly in x. The r e s u l t i s f a l se for «< =1 . 
Zyginand showed tha t the inequa l i ty (7.2.1) holds even for 
< = 1. More general ly ) he proved the follovdng theorem : 
Theorem A i Suppose tha t f(x) i s per iod ic , continuous,and 
tha t the Fourier se r i es of f i s of power se r i e s type 
00 i v x 
f (x) ^ S C^ e , 
'\J = 0 
then 
I c rn . i (x ) - f (x) l < A w(27^/n) , 
where w(B) i s the modulus of cont inui ty of f and A i s an 
absolute constant . 
In t h i s chapter we extend Theorem A to the t r i angu la r means 
which includes (C,i)-means as a special c a s e . 
* Bernstein, S [ 2 ^ 
• Zygfflund, A [a^] 
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?• 3, In what fo l lows we e s t a b l i s h t h e fo l lowing theorem : 
Theorem ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) $ Suppose t h a t f ( x ) i s perlQd4g» CQqtiPWHS 
and t h a t t h e F o a r i e r s e r i e s of f I s Of POWSr S e r i e s typg 
00 i v x 
f (x ) ^ S C^ e 
• V S O 
Then 
I "^ , ( x ) - f ( x ) l < A w ( 2 - ^ / n ) , 
7 .4 . The proof of t h e theorem i s based on t h e fo l lowing leama ? 
Lemma ( 7 . 4 . 1 ) s guppose t h a t 
00 i k x 
g(x) ' ^ S k e ( 7 . 4 . 1 ) 
-00 
ajad t h a t 
Ig(xfh) - g (x) l < Mlhl . 
Then 
- . BM 
» t „ . / x ) - g(x)l ^ - 7 " , 
Mll£3l£ g(x) i s t h e fanc t ion con.luxate to g(x) aOA \(^^) a r e t h e 
triangular imeaflfi of the aeries (7.1.2). 
££aa£ s Since 
_ -t (^ _ f s in k t cos k t , 
& ( x ) - g(x) = ^ \ r g ( x ^ t ) ~ g ( x - t ) ] { } d t , 
•^  ^ J"- -^  k t 2 t 
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t (x) - I C x ) * Z A X { \ < x ) . i ( x ) ^ + 0 ( 1 ) , 
z 
k=o 
s A X n . k i ^ [g(x^t ) -g(x«t) ] 
f sin k t cos k t l 
^ - . . Jdt + o ( l ) , 
k t^ t 
= irg(x^t)-g(x-t)] \ ^ ^ \ , k 
r sin k t cos kt-1 
1 p - - — J d t + o ( l ) , 
k t ^ t 
= - J [g(x^t) - g(x- t ) ] Jn ( t ) dt + o ( l ) say, 
where 
° A V r sin k t cos k t 
V t ) = s Z iX,^^{——- ——}dt , k=:0 ' ^ k t 
Ti^erefore 
__ . "Vn 7^  T 
• t ( x ) - . g ( x ) = i r ^ * J ] j ( t ) d t + o(1) 
= P„ + Qn (say) . (7 .4 .2) 
For ca lcu la t ing ?^ we observe that 
IJ (x) I * - S IA X jj j^l Mk t^ , uniformly in o<t< 1 , 




IPti' ^ ^ Ig(xfrt) - g<x-t)l — at , 
o 
2 "^/^ 2Mn r t n 
< I T " J » 
M 2 ^ . 
In order to estimate Q^ » we not ice tha t 
n ^ sin let ° K ^  cos k t T. 
° '^ '• k=o kt*^ k=o ' t 
s in (n-k) t 
^ ^ k=o "»"-R ( n -
.1 + 
n cos(n-k) t „ 
^ » 2 A > „ J, «}, 
k=o ' t 
^ . n ^ sin (n-k) t 
^ "^  k=:o ' (n-.k)t2 
+ M ( ) ijr (tjy lemma 2. 4. 2 ) , 
Abel ' s transformation then gives 
8S 
. "C . sin(o-k:)t 
a ' t Ipso »» ' "• (n -k) t 
. n-1 ^ sln(n-.k)t 
•MgCl t S ^ > n n-k "7 '^ 
-k)t 
/^ A n n «T1 




M ''^  1 
< - J IgCjci-t) - g (x - t ) l —=— dt (by lemma (2 .4 .3) 
^ Vn nt 
M A M t 
^ - J d t , 
^ Vn nt 
M 7^  
— ; dt , 






- _ M7^  M 
n - ° 




T - B M 
•t^(x) - g(x) 1 — ^ where B a 7; + 1 , 
which con?>letes the proof of the lenuna. 
7 .5 , Proof of ^heoreffi (7 .3 .1) : Stippose that the Foarler 
s e r i e s of f(x) i s of power se r i e s typei so tha t 
f = - i f . 
I f 
IfCaJ-h) - f (x) l 1 Mlhl , 
then 
I t ( x ) - f ( x ) l = I -t^.^Cx) - f (x) l £ B -
n-1 ' " 
Now in order to con?)lete t h e proof, we introduce a function 
tAx> « T ^ f^x^t) d t = r FCxt-h) . PCx-h)] 
h h . h L J , 
2h 
00 ikx sin kh 
r^ S C e ( ) , 
k=o ^ kh 
where F(x) i s a p r imi t ive of f<x)» Hence - - -^ e x i s t s , i s 
dx 
w(fih) w<h) 
continuous and does not exceed ( ^ - 7 — ) in absolute 
2h ti 
value. Moreover, the Fourier se r i e s of fj^ i s also of power 
s e r i e s type. Now 
I i:j3.-,(x,f) . f(x)i <; i - t^ ,^(x , f ) - i:n.i(x,fi^) 
* ' V i < x > V - ^h^^' * 'V^^ -f(x)i. 
< lA^I + IBQI ^ IC^I (say), 
Here we observe tha t 
' ^n ' = ' " ^ ^ [fCxi-t) - f ( t ) ] dt I , 
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£ w(h) , 
B w(h) 1 
IB„| < . - , 
° h ° 
and 
•Ajjl < I -tjj^^Cxjf - fj^)i < I ' f - fjjM <, w(h). 
Therefore 
' "^n- l^^*^^ - f ( x ) l = J -t^^^Cx) - f ( x ) l 
w(h) 1 
^ w(h) + B - j j — . ^ + w(h) , 
< w(h) 1 2 + . 
2A 
P u t t i n g h = , we get 
n 
2K , B 
I -b„ ,(x) - f(x) « < w( ) [ 2 + 1 , 
2 7 2 • B 
a A w ( -:;^ ;— ) where A = "SIT , 
This completes t h e proof of t h e theorem. 
jff>P]iJJDlX ~ A 
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